
 

 
COMMUNITY NOTIFICATION LETTER 

BENDIGO / Crusoe Rd / Merandah Rd 
 
 
The Ultimate Bendigo Triathlon Festival at Bendigo is planned for Sunday morning, March 12th 2017.  
 
The event is based within the Cruseo Reservior and surrounding grounds, and Elite Energy has worked very 
hard, with numerous authorities, to minimize any community impact. This said, there will be some 
interruption to local roads in the morning between 6:30am and 4:00pm. 
 
The Following is a summation of changes on the day: 
 
Entrance to the event will be by way of the Carusoe Rd from the Wesley Street end for parents and 
participants. 
 
All car parks will be opposite Crusoe Reservior, in the ground of VORM traffic management, and accessed 
via traffic control. 
 
The bike course is the only part of the event to affect public roads. 
 
Crusoe Road from Furness Street to Calder Alternative Hwy will be closed in both directions from 7:00am 
to 3:30pm approx. as will Merandah Road between Crusoe Road and Lockwood Road. 
 
Residents of the affected streets will still have access to all properties situated there. 
 
The roads listed above will be closed to public traffic for this time, though we do hope to work closely with 
our participants to open the roads immediately after the last bike has left the course. 
 
Numerous bikes can be expected, in single file, as per the enclosed map between turnaround points on the 
course being Crusoe Road & Merandah Road with the time periods named.  
 
There will be set up crews on the roads before the event, but with little interruption to local traffic at that time.  
We’ll progressively open all streets as soon as the last cyclist is through… 
 
The other parts of the Ultimate Triathlon Festival will include the swim, at the Crusoe Reservior, commencing 
at 7:00am, then the ride, five laps of the course above and finally the run, which will be conducted within the 
Crusoe Reservior precinct, and is not expected to impact the local community. 
 
The last competitor is expected to complete the entire course at approximately 3:30pm, after which all roads 
will be opened ASAP. 

 
On behalf of the participants in this event, we apologize in advance for any inconvenience in the unlikely 
situation this may arise, and hope you understand that the safety of the competitors, as well as making sure 
there is a lack of community impact, is of primary concern to us and we will always work with authorities to 
do this... 
  
Please note that noise restrictions will also be in place, but we will have a PA system operating within the 
times allowed. 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Should you wish any further information or have any concerns 02 4423 7775 please contact            
Elite Energy during business hours, Monday to Friday. 

www.eliteenergy.com.au 
 

 
 

 


